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The object of this paper is to provide an answer to the question raiad by A. Frei, 
P.J. Hilton and the author in [7, pp. 24,261, as to whether the Adams completion 
of a CWcompIex with respect to a generalized homology theory always exists. A 
similar esult, which applies to the abstract situation when one considers the corn- 
pietion of a CW-eomplex with respect to a family of maps that is saturated, closed 
under coproducts and admits acalculus or’ieft fractions, has been obtained inde- 
pendently by J.F. Adams; abrief summary of the proof is given in [2]. 
It is a pleasure to express my gratitude to Fr;tnk Adams for correspondence re- 
garding the topics discussed here. In particular, he pointed out to me a mis&ke in 
the original draft of this paper, and also the need of some kind of assumptions i  
order to insure that the relevant category of fractions i  properly constructed. 
To achieve this, I propose to use the framework ofGrothendieck universes ( ee 
the Appendix written by N. Bourbaki in [3, p. 185], or 19, p. 151, or [ 10, p. 171). 
Now, when one starts from a category in a given universe and one forms a category 
of fractions, the latter belongs, in general, to a higher universe [ 10, p. 256). How- 
ever, the use of E.H, Brown’s representability theorem [4,5] in order to prove the 
existence of the Adams iz=completion requires that we remain within the initial 
g&en universe when we form the category of fractions in which we render formally 
invertible the maps that are sent onto isomorphisms by the theory h. Therefore we 
have to place a restriction on k, and the condition (*) in the Theorem below has 
precisely the role of guaranteeing that a change of universe isunneccessary for the 
construction f the mentioned category of fractions. 
Throughout this paper we will use the following notations as in [lo]: % will 
denote afixed universe which contains the set of natural integers (and therefore the 
set of integers, the set of rationals, the set of reals). Similarly, W will denote afixed 
universe containing the universe 3c as an element. Ens, respectively ENS, will denote 
the category whose objects are the sets which are elements of (%, respectively W, 
and whose morphisms are the maps between sets. Ens is a full subcategory of ENS. 
Let now C be the category defmed as follows: the objects of C are the based CW- 
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complexes whose underlying sets are elements of the universe q ; the morphisms of 
Care the based homotopy classes of base-point preserving maps between such CW- 
complexes. From the properties of universes it follows immediately that C is closed 
with respect to the formation of weak push-outs and therefore, in particular, with 
respect to the fi3rmation of mapping cones. 
ht h be 3 generalized additive homolagy or cohomology theory defined on C 
and taking values in the category of abelian groups whose underlying sets belong to 
an arbitrary universe. Denote by S the set of morphisms of C rendered invertible by 
h and form C[S-i], the category of fractions of C with respect o S (see: [B, p. 61, 
or [IO, p. 2X2]). 
Now, C is 3 V-category, that is, the set of objects of C is a subset of V and, for 
each ordered pair (X. Y) of objects of C, the set of morphisms C&X, Y) is an ele- 
ment of&V. Thus, according to the de&-&ion of the category of fractions [IO, 
p. 2571, the category C[S-i] is, in general, aV-category. Moreover, C‘ and C[S-- I] 
have the same objects, SO that, to simplify the writing, we wilt use the same notation 
fur them in both categories. Hence, if Y is a fixed object of C, we have a contrava- 
riant functor 
C[S--tJ (- , C-ENS. 
ff tks functor is representable, then the representing object Yh is called the Adams 
h-completion of Y ([7]; see [ 6 ). This that there a natural 
lence of defined on 
c[s-‘](_-T Y)HIy-,Y&), 
which implies, in particular, that C[5?] ( - $ U) takes values in the full subcategory 
Ens of ENS. 
We &en have the following result regarding the existence of the Adunzs h_c*~.w2ple- 
rirrrr of Y, 
Theorem. Assume that the additive thecqp h defined on C and the reject Y of C 
sa~isfj the furrOwing wnditiorr : 
(+) 13rere xists u subset S, of the set 
{s is: Y-+Y’, SES) 
such that Sy is an element of the unbersa Cu and such that for each s : Y + Y ', 
s E S, there exists an s’ E Sy and a murphism u uf C rendering commutative 
the tnbngk 
l%en the Ad&u h-compietian Yh of Y does exist. 
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Prmf. We first recall that by 17, Theorem 3.11 in the case where h is a homology 
theory, and by a similar argument in the case where 11 is a cohomology theory, S 
admits a calculus of left fractions, which allows us to get a good hold on the cate- 
gory of fractions C.‘[S--11 (see [S, p. 131, or [HI?, p* 2591). Thus, the elements of 
C [S-i f (X, Y) are equivalence classes of pairs (8 s), where f is a morphism of C, 
s E S, and two such pairs If, s) and (& t) are equivalent 
if and only if there exist morphisms Q and b in C such that 
01s = bt E S and af = bg. The composition of the morphisms represented by the pairs 
(5 s) and (f’, s’ ) is the morphism represented by (kf, us’), where td E S and k are 
morphisms of C such that the foliating diagram is commutative: 
. 
(the existence of u and k is guaranteed by the properties of a calculus of left frac- 
tions). 
Now, let us remark that condition (*) in the Theorem implies that for each ob- 
ject X of C the set C [S-l ] (X, I”) belongs to the universe %. To see this, suppose 
that an arbitrary element of C[S-I] (X, Y) is represented by a pair (’ s), s E S. Let 
s’ ES, and u be the morphisms provided by condition (*). Then the diagram 
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x Y” 
shows that the pairs (ft s) and (uf. s’) are equivalent. Thus each element of 
C[S-11 (X, Y) is represented by a pair (fi s) with s E SY. The set of all such pairs is 
in one-to-one prrespondence with the set U C(X, Y’), where there is one member 
in the union for each morphism s : Y + Y’ with s f Sy. Since each member of the 
union and the index set belong to 2, the axioms of universes imply that so does 
the union. But then CIF1] (X, Y), which is a quotient set of the above union, also 
belongs to the universe ?c (see /3, p. 186], or 19, p. 161). 
Thus, under our assumptions, the functor C(S-11 ( - , Y) actually takes values in 
the full subcategory Ens of ENS. 
l+kxt, we show that the functor 
satisfies the fcilowing two axioms: 
Axiom I (the Mayer-Vietoris Axiom). Consider the following diagrum, in which 
the na~ps are induced by the obvious inclusions: 
cp-‘](XnZ, Y)-u 
r 
qsI’1 (XL Y) 
i 
V I I W 
cts-‘I (2, 0 4-.----c[s-‘1 (XUZ, Y). 
2 
Supposegiven cm E C[SMt] (X, Y)and @ E C[S-*] (2, Y) such that u(a) z v(B). 
Jlten there exists y f C[S-11 (X U 2, Y) such that w(y) = (x and z(y) = 0. 
Axiom 2 (the Wedge Axiom). Let (Xi)iEl be tz fami!v of objects of C, where the 
index set J belongs tcl the universe W F’or each i f I, consideF rhe canonical injection 
ki : Xi 3 Vi,,Xi. 
lIten the rnup 
‘fs-‘] (‘ie[ Xi# ‘) 4 Pli,,C[S-"1 (Xi, Y) 9 
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whose i th component is induced by the morphism represented by the pair 
Cki 9 1 ViE ]Xi)l is an isomwphism of sets. 
To prove Axiom 1, let o and fi be represented by CfI s) and (g, t), respectively. 
Then the assumption that u (0) = U( 6) is expressed by the existence of a diagram 
/ 
I ‘x 
m XL 
XM 
in c, where m, i are inclusions, s, t E S, es = dt E S, and efm = dgj. NOW, as is well 
known [4], the functor 
C(-,Y”):C+Ens 
does satisfy the Mayer-Vietoris Axiom, so that there exists a map in C, c : XU 2 + Y M 
such that the diagram 
m 
J 
/ 
in C is commutative, where k, 2 are inclusions. We take y to be the morphism re- 
presented by the pair (c, es = dt). The fact that w(r) = QI follows from the diagram 
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A similar diagram shows that z(y) = ,B. This completes the proof of Axiom 1. 
To prove Axiom 2, it is sufficient o. show that VjcztXi together with the mor- 
phisms ui of c‘[S-I ] represented by the pairs (k, I vixt j is the cop&w of the 
family (A&,~ in the category C[S-’ ;. To do this, let vi : Xi -+ U (i E I) be an arbi- 
trary family of morphisms in CIS-l]. Suppose that for each index i the morphism 
pi is represented by the 
*i 
\ 
I 
6 
. 
\ 
rl 
1 . 
7 
with si E S. We def”ine amorphism in C[S-‘1 
a~ being the composition of the morphisms represented by the pa+ ( ViElf;, VfaSi) 
and (g, f tl), where g : Va U --* U is the “folding” map in C, characterized by 
& = 1 u; (i E 11, fi : U -+ VHU being the canonical inclusion of the ith summand. 
Nste that our assumption that the theory h is additive nsures that V si belongs to S. 
Mote dso that the morphism Cq+ ) depends only on the morphisms pi. For, if the pair 
(41 si j is another epresentative for pi, then there exists for each i E f a diagram 
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with fjSj = lisi 6~ S, rif;i = $#. But then the diagram 
v 
show3 that the pairs (Vfi, VSi) arld ( V$, Vs;) represent the same morphism. 
I claim that for each i E f we have <ql )Kj= 41, Indeed, the composition ( qi)Ki 
is represented by a diagram 
with sg = e( Vs,), s E S. Now the diapam 
where ii is the canonicat inclusion, shows that ( 9i ) Ki = @iv for 
ejil;: =e(V&)ki , eh$i=e(Vsi)fi= sgii =Sfu=S* 
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It remains to prove that, given the morphisms +Oi(i E I), (vi ) is the unique mor- 
phism such that C pi l+ Ki = 91’ for all i. To do this, let 9 : V Xi + U he any morphism 
of <*[S-l ] having the property that 9Ki = pi for all i E I. I propose to show that 
q = ( qi J. Suppmc that q is represented by the pair (f, s)$ where 
with s E S. Then +Q bejng equal to the camposition wj, is represented by the 
diagram 
so that t qi) in turn is represented by the diagram 
vx; VU U 
where I is the “f&kg” map, characterized by lit = l2 (i E I). But then the diagram 
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shows that 4 = ( qi ). For we have for each i E I, fk; = I( V(fki))ki, as shown by the 
commutative diagram 
xi --_!ki___, 2 
\ 
ki I 
! ‘\ 
!ji 
J 
h< 
“i ----_ 
\ 
---+vz -------+ 
V Ilki) I 
z 
SO that f= I( (J‘ki)). This completes the proof of Axiom 2. 
Now it is easy to convince oneself that EM. Brown’s representability heorem 
(4.51 remains valid for a homotopy functor which is defined on the category of 
CW-complexes whose underlying sets belong to a universe 5U , provided that the 
functor takes values in the category of the sets which belong to % . Since this is 
true in our case, and since the functor C[S-t ] ( - , Y) satisfies Axioms I and 2, 
Brown’s theorem shows that it is representable. Thus there exists an object Yh of 
C and a natural equivalence of funotots from C to Ens 
G[S--‘I(-,y)rC(-, Y*). 
Yh is the Adams ir-completion of Y. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. ( 1) The condition (*) in the theorem is also IWC~SSQ~~~ for theexistence 
of the Adams h-completion of Y. For 17, Theorems 1 .2,3. I ] imply that the object 
2 of C is the Adams h-completion of Y if and only if there exists a mcrphism 
e : Y + Z in S such that, for each s : Y --* Y’ in S, there exists a unique I : Y’ + 2 
which makes the triangie 
com.mutative. Thus we may take SF = {e). This also implies, of course, that all 
the examples given in 17, Section 31 satisfy condition (+). 
(2) If we do not assume condition (+)V then in general tP. .unctor CISW1] ( - , Y) 
takes values in ENS. Thus it is natural to look for the Adams h-completion of Y in 
the category C’ of CW-complexes whose underlying sets belong to the higher universe 
3,. C’ contains C as a full subcategory. To be able to apply &own’s representability 
theorem, one would then have to extend the functor C[SWi] ( - , Y) to a functor de- 
fined on the whole of C’ and satisfying Axioms 1 and 2, where of course the index 
set / now belongs to the universe V . One rather obvious extension would be that 
which assigns to each object X of C’ the set of equivalence classes of pairs ( 
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in diagram (i$), two such pairs being equivalent if there exists a diagram like (Dz). 
The same argument as the one above would then show that this extension satisfies 
Axiom 1, but to prove that it satisfies Axiom 2 it seems that one would have to im- 
pose a restriction which would amouont essentially to condition (*). 
(3) We can consider the question of the existence of the Adams h-completion 
for a theory h defined on the categbry of spectra, rather than on that of CW-com- 
plexes. It was proved by J.F. Adams [ 1, p. 2 131 and independently by P.J. Hilton 
and the author f6f that the Adams completion always exists in thd category of 
spectra. However, since the proof invokes Brown’s representability heorem for 
spectra, one sh;ruld restrict attention to the category of spectra whose underlying 
sets belong to a tied universe ?c and one should place on the theory h a restriction 
similar to condition (*) in the above theorem. 
Added in proof. in tr recent manuscript ‘“The localization of spaces with respect o 
homology”, AX. Bousfieid takes a different approach by giving an interesting direct 
construction of the Adams hcompfetion when h is a homology theory satisfying the 
limit axiom. 
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